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THE INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEM FOR A
SYSTEM OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS ON A SEMI-AXIS
AbstractIn the paper the inverse scattering problem for a system of �ve ordinarydi�erential equations on a semi-axis is solved at the absence of the �rst orsecond interacting waves.

The inverse scattering problem on a semi-axis in self-adjoined case is studied inthe papers [1] and [2], and in not self-adjoint case in the paper [3]. Inverse scatteringproblem for a Dirac system on the axis is solved in [4] and [5]. Inverse scatteringproblem for system of n � 3 equations of the �rst order on the axis is investigatedin the papers [6], [7], [8], and on a sexi-axis in the papers [9] and [10]. Completeand mathematically strong solution of the inverse problem for n � 3 equations onthe axis is given in the paper [11].Here we'll consider the case when there are two arriving and three reectedwaves.
Scattering problem.Let's consider on the semi-axis x � 0 a system of �ve ordinary di�erential equa-tions of the following form:

�idyk (x)dx + 5X
j=1 ckj (x) yj (x) = ��kyk (x) ; k = 1; :::; 5; (1)

where yk (x) ; k = 1; :::; 5 are the unknown functions; the coe�cients ckj (x) ;k; j = 1; :::; 5 are measurable complex-valued functions satisfying conditions:
jckj (x)j � ce�"x (c > 0; " > 0) ; (2)

moreover ckk (x) = 0; k = 1; :::; 5; � is a spectral parameter; �1 > �2 > 0 > �3 >�4 > �5.For system (1) we give three problems: to �nd solution of system (1), satisfyingone of the following boundary conditions, respectively:8<
:

y15 (0; �) = y11 (0; �) ;y14 (0; �) = y12 (0; �) ;y13 (0; �) = 0; (3)
8<
:

y25 (0; �) = y22 (0; �) ;y23 (0; �) = y21 (0; �) ;y24 (0; �) = 0; (4)
8<
:

y34 (0; �) = y31 (0; �) ;y33 (0; �) = y32 (0; �) ;y35 (0; �) = 0; (5)
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by the given arriving waves A1ei��1x; A2ei��2x, determining as x! +1 the asymp-totics of the solutions y1 (x; �) ; y2 (x; �) of the form:� y1 (x; �) = A1ei��1x + o (1) ;y2 (x; �) = A2ei��2x + o (1) : (6)
The joint consideration of these three problems we'll call the scattering problem forsystem (1) on a semi-axis.In the paper [12] there were proved the existence and uniqueness of solutionof the scattering problem and determined the functions Sk (�) which transfers thearriving waves A1; A2 into the reected ones Bk3 ; Bk4 ; Bk5 ; k = 1; 2; 3. Besides, theintegral representations of solutions were constructed. Now, with their help we'llestablish some properties of the scattering matrix which we'll need by solving theinverse problem.

Properties of scattering matrixLemma 1. At any given A1 the following equalities:�1�R215� (�)� y11 (0; �)� �R212� (�) +R214� (�)� y12 (0; �) = �1 +R211� (�)�A1; (7)
�1�R213� (�)� y21 (0; �)� �R212� (�) +R215� (�)� y22 (0; �) = �1 +R211� (�)�A1; (8)
�1�R214� (�)� y31 (0; �)� �R212� (�) +R213� (�)� y32 (0; �) = �1 +R211� (�)�A1; (9)

are true where

R21j� (�) =
0Z
�1

R21j (0; �) ei��d�; j = 1; 5
are the elements of the second integral representation of solutions of system (1).Proof. The second integral representation has the form:
yk (x; �) = h2k (x; �) +

�1xZ
�1

R2k1 (x; �) ei��d� �A1 + 5X
j=2

�2xZ
�1

R2kj (x; �) ei��d� � hj (0; �) ;
where h2 (x; �) = nA1ei��1x; y2 (0) ei��2x; :::; y5 (0) ei��5xo :
Hence we �nd:

y1 (0; �) = �1 +R211� (�)�A1 + 5X
j=2R

21j� (�) yj (0; �) :
Allowing for the boundary conditions (3), (4), (5) we obtain (7), (8), (9), respectively.
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Lemma 2. For any A1; A2 the following relations� yk1 (0; �) = �1 +Gk1 (�)�A1 +Hk1� (�)A2;yk2 (0; �) = Gk2 (�)A1 + �1 +Hk2� (�)�A2; k = 1; 2; 3; (10)

are ful�lled, where Gkj (�) ; Hkj� (�) ; j = 1; 2; are expressed by the elements of the

third integral representation.Proof. Let's consider the third integral representation:
yk (x; �) = h3k (x; �) +

+1Z
�1

R3k1 (x; �) ei��d� �A1 +
�2xZ
�1

R3k2 (x; �) ei��d� �A2+

+ 5X
j=3

�3xZ
�1

R3kj (x; �) ei��d� � h3j (0; �) ;
where

h3 (x; �) = nA1ei��1x; A2ei��2x; y3 (0) ei��3x; y4 (0) ei��4x; y5 (0) ei��5xo :
Hence we obtain:8>><

>>:
y1 (0; �) = �1 +R311 (�)�A1 +R312� (�)A2 +R313� (�) y3 (0; �)++R314� (�) y4 (0; �) +R315� (�) y5 (0; �) ;y2 (0; �) = R321 (�)A1 + �1 +R322� (�)�A2 +R323� (�) y3 (0; �)++R324� (�) y4 (0; �) +R325� (�) y5 (0; �) ;

;

where
R3k1 (�) =

+1Z
�1

R3k1 (0; �) ei��d�; k = 1; 2:
Allowing for the boundary conditions (3), (4), (5) we obtain the following systems:

� �1�R315�� y11 = �1 +R311�A1 +R312�A2 +R314�y12;�1�R324�� y12 = R321A1 + �1 +R322��A2 +R325�y11;
� �1�R313�� y21 = �1 +R311�A1 +R312�A2 +R315�y22;�1�R325�� y22 = R321A1 + �1 +R322��A2 +R323�y21;� �1�R314�� y31 = �1 +R311�A1 +R312�A2 +R313�y32;�1�R323�� y32 = R321A1 + �1 +R322��A2 +R324�y31;

Solving these systems we obtain (10):Corollary 1. If A1 = 0 then for any A2� yk1 (0; �) = Hk1� (�)A2;yk2 (0; �) = �1 +Hk2� (�)�A2; k = 1; 2; 3:
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Lemma 3. For any known Bk3 the following equalities8>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

y11 = (1 + C1� (�)) �B23 �B13�+D1� (�) �B33 �B13� ;y12 = C2� (�) �B23 �B13�+ (1 +D2� (�)) �B33 �B13� ;y21 = (1 + C3� (�)) �B23 �B13�+D3� (�) �B33 �B13� ;y22 = C4� (�) �B23 �B13�+ (1 +D4� (�)) �B33 �B13� ;y31 = (1 + C5� (�)) �B23 �B13�+D5� (�) �B33 �B13� ;y32 = C6� (�) �B23 �B13�+ (1 +D6� (�)) �B33 �B13� ;
(11)

hold and besides,

A1 = (1 + C� (�)) �B23 �B13�+D� (�) �B33 �B13� ; (12)
where Cj� (�) ; Dj� (�) ; j = 1; 6 are expressed by the coe�cients of the fourth inte-

gral representation.Proof of the lemma is analogous to the proof of lemma 2.Corollary 2. If B13 = B23 = B33 then ykj = 0; j = 1; 5; k = 1; 3:Lemma 4. a) If B13 = B23 then 8B14 ; B24 :8>><
>>:

y11 = F1� (�) �B24 �B14� ;y12 = � (1 + F2� (�)) �B24 �B14� ;y21 = F3� (�) �B24 �B14� ;y22 = � (1 + F4� (�)) �B24 �B14� ;
(13)

b) if B13 = B33 then 8B14 ; B34 :8>><
>>:

y11 = (1 + F5� (�)) �B34 �B14� ;y12 = (F4� (�) + F3� (�)� F2� (�)) �B34 �B14� ;y31 = (1 + F5� (�) + F3� (�)� F1� (�)) �B34 �B14� ;y32 = F3� (�) �B34 �B14� ;
(14)

c) if B23 = B33 then 8B24 ; B34 :8>><
>>:

y21 = (1 + F2� (�) + F1� (�)� F3� (�)) �B34 �B24�y22 = (1 + F5� (�)) �B34 �B24� ;y31 = (1 + F2� (�)) �B34 �B24� ;y32 = (1 + F5� (�) + F2� (�)� F4� (�)) �B34 �B24� ;
(15)

where F1� (�) = F3� (�)�R514� (�) +R515� (�) (1 + F5� (�)) ;
F2� (�) = R544� (�)�R545� (�) (1 + F5� (�)) ;
F3� (�) = R534� (�)�R535� (�) (1 + F5� (�)) ;

F4� (�) = F2� (�)�R524� (�) +R525� (�) (1 + F5� (�)) ;
F5� (�) = �1 +R545� (�) +R535� (�)�R525� (�)�R515� (�)��1�

� �1 +R544� (�) +R534� (�)�R524� (�)�R514� (�)�� 1:
Lemma 4 is proved as lemmas 2,3 by means of the �fth integral representation.
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Corollary 3. If B13 = B33 then

B34 �B14 = (1 +m� (�)) �B23 �B13� ; (16)
if B13 = B23 then B14 �B24 = (1 + n� (�)) �B33 �B13� ; (17)
where m� (�) = (1 + F5� (�))�1 (1 + C1� (�))� 1;

n� (�) = (1 + F2� (�))�1 (1 +D2� (�))� 1:
Proof. Allowing for conditions of corollary in system (11) of lemma 3, and thensubstituting the obtained expressions of y11 in (14), and y12 in (13) we'll establish thetruth of (16) and (17), respectively.Lemma 5. For any Bk3 ; Bk4 ; Bk5 ; k = 1; 2; 3; the following equalities

B15 �B25 = (1 +M (�)) �B23 �B13�+ (1 +N (�)) �B24 �B14� ; (18)
B15 �B35 = (1 +M (�)) �B33 �B13�+ (1 +N (�)) �B34 �B14� ; (19)
B25 �B35 = (1 +M (�)) �B33 �B23�+ (1 +N (�)) �B34 �B24� ; (20)

are true, where

M (�) = �1 +R655� +R645� +R635� �R625� �R615���1�
� �1 +R653 +R643 +R633 �R623 �R613�� 1;

N (�) = �1 +R655� +R645� +R635� �R625� �R615���1�� �1 +R654 +R644 +R634 �R624 �R614�� 1:
Proof. Let's consider the sixth integral representation:

yk (x; �) = h6k (x; �) +
+1Z
�1x

R6k1 (x; �) ei��d� � h61 (0; �)+

+ 4X
j=2

+1Z
�1

R6kj (x; �) ei��d� � h6j (0; �) +
�5xZ
�1

R6k5 (x; �) ei��d� � h65 (0; �) :
Here h6 (x; �) = nA1ei��1x; A2ei��2x; B3ei��3x; :::; B5ei��5xo :
Hence we'll obtain the system:8>>>><

>>>>:

y1 = �1 +R611+�A1 +R612A2 +R613B3 +R614B4 +R615�B5;y2 = R621+A1 + �1 +R622�A2 +R623B3 +R624B4 +R625�B5;y3 = R631+A1 +R632A2 + �1 +R633�B3 +R634B4 +R635�B5;y4 = R641+A1 +R642A2 +R643B3 + �1 +R644�B4 +R645�B5;y5 = R651+A1 +R652A2 +R653B3 +R654B4 + �1 +R655��B5:
(21)
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where

R6k1+ (�) = +1Z
0 R6k1 (0; �) ei��d�; k = 1; :::; 5:

We'll take here into account conditions (3), (4), and then term by term we subtractthe corresponding equations. Then we'll obtain:8>>>><
>>>>:

y11 � y21 = R613 �B13 �B23�+R614 �B14 �B24�+R615� �B15 �B25� ;y12 � y22 = R623 �B13 �B23�+R624 �B14 �B24�+R625� �B15 �B25� ;�y21 = �1 +R633� �B13 �B23�+R634 �B14 �B24�+R635� �B15 �B25� ;y12 = R643 �B13 �B23�+ �1 +R644� �B14 �B24�+R645� �B15 �B25� ;y11 � y22 = R653 �B13 �B23�+R654 �B14 �B24�+ �1 +R655�� �B15 �B25� :
:

Multiplying the last three equalities of the system by (�1) and adding with two �rstones, after the transformation we'll obtain (18). In the same way, using boundaryconditions (3), (5), and then (4), (5) we'll obtain (19) and (20), respectively.Corollary 4. a) If B13 = B23 ; B14 = B24 ; then B15 = B25 and ykj (0; �) = 0; j =1; 5; k = 1; 2;
b) if B13 = B33 ; B14 = B34 then B15 = B35 and ykj (0; �) = 0; k = 1; 3;
c) if B23 = B33 ; B24 = B34 then B25 = B35 and ykj (0; �) = 0; k = 2; 3;Lemma 6. If B15 (�) = 0 then� y11 (0 ; �) = L11+ (�)B14 (�) ;y12 (0; �) = �1 + L12+ (�)�B14 (�) ; (22)

if B25 (�) = 0 then � B24 (�) = L21+ (�) y21 (0; �) ;y22 (0; �) = L22+ (�) y21 (0; �) ; (23)
where Lkj+ (�) ; j; k = 1; 2 are expressed by the elements of the ninth integral repre-sentation.The proof is constructed as the proof of lemma 2.Corollary 5. If B14 = B15 = 0 then y1k (0; �) = 0; k = 1; 5.Lemma 7. For any Bk5 (�) ; k = 1; 2; 3 the following relations are ful�lled:�1�R1051+� y11 � �R1052+ +R1054+� y12 = �1 +R1055+�B15 ; (24)

�1�R1052+� y22 � �R1051+ +R1053+� y21 = �1 +R1055+�B25 ; (25)
� �R1051+ �R1054+� y31 � �R1052+ +R1053+� y32 = �1 +R1055+�B35 : (26)

Proof. Substituting boundary conditions (3), (4), (5) into the tenth integralrepresentation we obtain (24), (25), (26), respectively.Theorem 1. Let the coe�cients ckj (x) ; k; j = 1; 5 of a system of equations (1)

satisfy conditions (2). Then the matrixes

eS (�) = � S121 (�) S122 (�)S131 (�) S132 (�)
� ; eS1 (�) = � S211 � S111 S212 � S112S221 � S121 S222 � S122

� ;
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eS2 (�) = � S321 � S121 S322 � S122S311 � S111 S312 � S112

� ; eS3 (�) = � S321 � S221 S322 � S222S311 � S211 S312 � S212
�

have the inverse

eS�1 (�) = ~ (�) = ~kj (�)3 2k=2;j=1 ; eS�11 (�) = ~1 (�) = ~1kj (�)2k;j=1 ;
eS�12 (�) = ~2 (�) = ~2kj (�)2k;j=1 ; eS�13 (�) = ~3 (�) = ~3kj (�)2k;j=1 :Besides, the following equalities hold8<

:
S212 (�)� S112 (�) = P1� (�) ;S312 (�)� S112 (�) = 1 + P2� (�) ;S312 (�)� S212 (�) = 1 + P3� (�) ; (27)
8<
:

~112 (�) = Q1� (�) ;~211 (�) = 1 +Q2� (�) ;~311 (�) = 1 +Q3� (�) ; (28)
where

P1� (�) = �1 +R433���1 �H21� +R434� �1 +H12���R435� �1 +H22� �H11��� ;
P2� (�) = �1 +R433���1 �1 +H32� +R434� �1 +H12� �H31��+R435�H11��� 1;
P3� (�) = �1 +R433���1 �1 +H32� �H21� �R434�H31� +R435� �1 +H22���� 1;

Q1� (�) = �1 +R211���1 ��1�R215��F1� + �R212� +R214�� (1 + F2�)� ;
Q2� (�) = �1 +R211���1�

� ��1�R214�� (1 + F5� + F3� � F1�)� �R212� +R213��F3��� 1;
Q3� (�) = �1 +R211���1�

� ��1�R213�� (1 + F2� + F1� � F3�)� �R212� +R215�� (1 + F5�)�� 1;
Proof. Invertibility of the matrixe eS (�) follows from corollary 5 and thethird integral representation. The matrixe eS (�) transfers (A1; A2)T to �B14 ; B15�T .According to corollary 5, if B14 = B15 = 0 then y11 = y12 = 0 and then from the thirdrepresentation we see that A1 = A2 = 0.The invertibility of the matrixes

eS1 (�) : (A1; A2)T ! �B23 �B13 ; B24 �B14�T ;
eS2 (�) : (A1; A2)T ! �B34 �B14 ; B33 �B13�T ;
eS3 (�) : (A1; A2)T ! �B34 �B24 ; B33 �B23�Tfollows from corollary 4 and the third representation.For the proof of relations (27) we'll take into account corollary 1 in the fourthrepresentation:
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�1 +R433�� �B23 �B13� = �H21� +R434� �1 +H12���R435� �1 +H22� �H11���A2;�1 +R433�� �B33 �B13� = �1 +H32� +R434� �1 +H12� �H31��+R435�H11��A2;�1 +R433�� �B33 �B23� = �1 +H32� �H21� �R434�H31� +R435� �1 +H22���A2:
Since at A1 = 0; B23 �B13 = �S212 � S112�A2; B33 �B13 = �S312 � S112�A2; B33 �B23 =�S312 � S212�A2 then from the last system we obtain (27). Now we'll prove one ofequalities (28). For this we substitute (13) into (7):��1�R215��F1� + �R212� +R214�� (1 + F2�)� �B24 �B14� = �1 +R211��A1:
Since, the matrixe eS1 (�) has the inverse ~1 (�), then� 111 112121 122

�� B23 �B13B24 �B14
� = � A1A2

� :
Relations (13) are ful�lled at B13 = B23 then A1 = ~112 �B24 �B14�. Consequently,�1 +R211�� ~112 = �1�R215��F1� + �R212� +R214�� (1 + F2�) :
Hence, the �rst equality of system (28) follows. Other two equalities are provedanalogously by substituting (14) into (9) and (15) into (8). The theorem is proved.At solution of the inverse problem we also need factorization property of scat-tering matrix which is found from the sixth integral representation. As is seen fromconditions (3), (4), (5) for all three scattering problems the equality

yk1 (0; �) + yk2 (0; �) = yk3 (0; �) + yk4 (0; �) + yk5 (0; �) ; k = 1; 2; 3;
is true.Take into account this in system (21):�1 +R611+ +R621+ �R631+ �R641+ �R651+�A1+

+ �1 +R612 +R622 �R632 �R642 �R652�A2 =
= �1 +R653 +R643 +R633 �R623 �R613�Bk3+
+ �1 +R654 +R644 +R634 �R624 �R614�Bk4+

+ �1 +R655� +R645� +R635� �R625� �R615��Bk5 :After the transformations hence we obtain:
(1 +W� (�))�1 (1 +W+ (�))A1 + (1 +W� (�))�1 (I + V (�))A2 =

= (1 +M (�))Bk3 + (1 +N (�))Bk4 +Bk5 ;where
W� (�) = R655� (�) +R645� (�) +R635� (�)�R625� (�)�R615� (�) ;
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W+ (�) = R611+ (�) +R621+ (�)�R631+ (�)�R641+ (�)�R651+ (�) ;

V (�) = R612 (�) +R622 (�)�R632 (�)�R642 (�)�R652 (�) ;
M (�) and N (�) are determined in lemma 5.Allowing for the form of the functions Bk3 ; Bk4 ; Bk5 ; for arbitrary A1; A2 we obtainthe following factorization:

(1 +M (�))Sk11 (�) + (1 +N (�))Sk21 (�) + Sk31 (�) =
= (1 +W� (�))�1 (1 +W+ (�)) ; (29)

(1 +M (�))Sk12 (�) + (1 +N (�))Sk22 (�) + Sk32 (�) =
= (1 +W� (�))�1 (1 + V (�)) ; k = 1; 2; 3: (30)

By means of Riemann-Hilbert problem from this analytical factorization we can �ndthe expressions:8>>>><
>>>>:

R611+ (�) +R621+ (�)�R631+ (�)�R641+ (�)�R651+ (�) = R1+ (�) ;R612 (�) +R622 (�)�R632 (�)�R642 (�)�R652 (�) = R2 (�) ;R653 (�) +R643 (�) +R633 (�)�R623 (�)�R613 (�) = R3 (�) ;R654 (�) +R644 (�) +R634 (�)�R624 (�)�R614 (�) = R4 (�) ;R655� (�) +R645� (�) +R635� (�)�R625� (�)�R615� (�) = R5� (�) :
(31)

Let's prove that the functions M (�) and N (�) are expressed by the elements ofthe scattering matrix in the following form:
(1 +M (�) ; 1 +N (�)) = �S131 (�)� S231 (�) ; S132 (�)� S232 (�)� eS�11 (�) : (32)

It is obvious that
B15 �B25 = �S131 � S231�A1 + �S132 � S232�A2:

Rewrite this equality in the vector form:
B15 �B25 = �S131 � S231; S132 � S232�

� A1A2
� (�)

On the other hand, in lemma 5 property (18) was proved, which we can write inthe vector form:
B15 �B25 = (1 +M (�) ; 1 +N (�))� B23 �B13B24 �B14

�

or
B15 �B25 = (1 +M (�) ; 1 +N (�)) eS1 (�)� A1A2

� :
Comparing the last equality with (*), allowing for arbitrariness of A1; A2 and re-versibility of eS1 (�) we obtain (32).
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Remark. In lemmas 1-7, theorem 1 and factorizations (29), (30) we assumethat the functions of the form 1+K+ (�) ; 1+K� (�) are whose analytical in upperand lower half-plane, respectively, and det eS (�) ; det eSk (�) ; k = 1; 2; 3; haven'tzeros. Zeros of these functions we'll call singular numbers.We'll study the inverse scattering problem for system (1) on a semi-axis at theabsence of the �rst or second interactive waves.At �rst let's consider the case when c12 (x) = c13 (x) = c14 (x) = c15 (x) = 0.Then the solution of the �rst equation of system (1) will be the function: y1 (x; �) =A1ei��1x; besides y15 (0; �) = y11 (0; �) = A1; y23 (0; �) = y21 (0; �) = A1; y34 (0; �) =y31 (0; �) = A1.From system (21) under boundary conditions (3), (4) we obtained the followingequality:

�y21 = �1 +R633� �B13 �B23�+R634 �B14 �B24�+R635� �B15 �B25� :
In our case due to property (18) it will take the form:

�A1 = �1 +R633 �R635� (1 +M)� �B13 �B23�+ �R634 �R635� (1 +N)� �B14 �B24� :
Since the matrixe eS1 (�) has the inverse ~1 (�) then

A1 = ~111 �B23 �B13�+ ~112 �B24 �B14� ;
consequently, � ~111 = 1 +R633 �R635� (1 +M) ;~112 = R634 �R635� (1 +N) : (33)
From system (21) subject to boundary conditions (3) for arbitrary A1; A2 we obtainthe relations: � R631+ = � �1 +R633�S111 �R634S121 �R635�S131;R632 = � �1 +R633�S112 �R634S122 �R635�S132: (34)
Substituting into the �rst of them R633 and R634 according to (33) and allowing forfactorization (29) we obtain:

R631+ = �R635� (1 +W�)�1 (1 +W+)� ~111S111 � ~112S121:
Hence after transformations we �nd8>>>><

>>>>:

R631+ (�) = � h~111 (�)S111 (�) + ~112 (�)S121 (�) (1 +W+ (�))�1i+�� (1 +W+ (�)) ;R635� (�) = � h~111 (�)S111 (�) + ~112 (�)S121 (�) (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) :
:

Knowing R635� (�) from system (33) we can �nd R633 (�) and R634 (�):
R633 (�) = ~111 (�)� h�~111 (�)S111 (�) + ~112 (�)S121 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i

�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) (1 +M (�))� 1;
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R634 (�) = ~112 (�)� h�~111 (�)S111 (�) + ~112 (�)S121 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i

�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) (1 +N (�)) ;
and then from (34) subject to (30):

R632 (�) = h�~111 (�)S111 (�) + ~112 (�)S121 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 + V (�))� ~111 (�)S112 (�)� ~112 (�)S122 (�) :For �nding the elements R64j ; j = 1; 5 in system (21) we take into accountboundary conditions (4), (5) and property (20) of lemma 5:
A1 = �R643 �R645� (1 +M)� �B33 �B23�+ �1 +R644 �R645� (1 +N)� �B34 �B24� :

By theorem 1 the matrixe eS3 (�) has the inverse ~3 (�), so
A1 = ~311 �B34 �B24�+ ~312 �B33 �B23� :

Hence, it follows that� ~312 = R643 �R645� (I +M) ;~311 = 1 +R644 �R645� (I +N) : (35)
From system (21) under boundary condition (4) for arbitrary A1; A2 we have:� R641+ (�) = �R643 (�)S211 (�)� �1 +R644 (�)�S221 (�)�R645� (�)S231 (�) ;R642 (�) = �R643 (�)S212 (�)� �1 +R644 (�)�S222 (�)�R645� (�)S232 (�) : (36)
Substituting into the �rst equality R643 (�) and R644 (�) from system (35) and allowingfor factorization (29) we �nd:
R641+ (�) = � h�~312 (�)S211 (�) + ~311 (�)S221 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i+ (1 +W+ (�)) ;
R645� (�) = � h�~312 (�)S211 (�) + ~311 (�)S221 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i

�
(1 +W� (�)) :

Allowing for the latter in system (35) we obtain:
R643 (�) = � h�~312 (�)S211 (�) + ~311 (�)S221 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i

�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) (1 +M (�)) + ~312 (�) ;
R644 (�) = � h�~312 (�)S211 (�) + ~311 (�)S221 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i

�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) (1 +N (�)) + ~311 (�)� 1:
Then from the second equality of system (36) allowing for property (30) we �nd:

R642 (�) = h�~312 (�)S211 (�) + ~311 (�)S221 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 + V (�))� ~312 (�)S212 (�)� ~311 (�)S222 (�) :
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In a similar way, from system (21) using boundary conditions (3), (5), invertibil-ity of the matrixe eS2 (�), factorization (29), (30) and property (19) of lemma 5, we�nd the elements R65j (�) ; j = 1; 5.
R651+ (�) = h�~212 (�)S311 (�) + ~211 (�)S321 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i+ (1 +W+ (�)) ;

R655� (�) = h�~212 (�)S311 (�) + ~211 (�)S321 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
(1 +W� (�))� 1;

R653 (�) = h�~212 (�)S311 (�) + ~211 (�)S321 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) (1 +M (�))� ~212 (�) ;
R654 (�) = h�~212 (�)S311 (�) + ~211 (�)S321 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i

�
(1 +W� (�)) (1 +N (�))�~211 (�) ;

R652 (�) = ~212 (�)S312 (�) + ~211 (�)S322 (�)�
� h�~212 (�)S311 (�) + ~211 (�)S321 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i

�
(1 + V (�)) :

Since by the assumption c12 (x) = ::: = c15 (x) = 0 then system (31) takes theform: 8>>>><
>>>>:

R621+ �R631+ �R641+ �R651+ = R1+;R622 �R632 �R642 �R652 = R2;R653 +R643 +R633 �R623 = R3;R654 +R644 +R634 �R624 = R4;R655� +R645� +R635� �R625� = R5�:Substituting here the expressions of the found elements we'll obtainR621+; R622; R623; R624; R625�.Thus, we found all elements of integral representations, and so, the coe�cientsof system (1).Now consider the case when c21 (x) = c23 (x) = c24 (x) = c25 (x) = 0. Theny2 (x; �) = A2ei��2x and
y14 (0; �) = y12 (0; �) = A2; y25 (0; �) = y22 (0; �) = A2; y33 (0; �) = y32 (0; �) = A2:As in �rst case the coe�cients R6kj ; k; j = 1; 5 are found from system (21) withregard to boundary conditions (3), (4), (5), invertibility of the matrixes eS1; eS2; eS3;properties (18), (19), (20) and factorizations (29), (30).8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

R631+ (�) = � h�~222 (�)S311 (�) + ~221 (�)S321 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i+�� (1 +W+ (�)) ;R635� (�) = � h�~222 (�)S311 (�) + ~221 (�)S321 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) ;R633 (�) = � h�~222 (�)S311 (�) + ~221 (�)S321 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) (1 +M (�)) + ~222 (�)� 1;R634 (�) = � h�~222 (�)S311 (�) + ~221 (�)S321 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) (1 +N (�)) + ~221 (�) ;R632 (�) = h�~222 (�)S311 (�) + ~221 (�)S321 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 + V (�))� ~222 (�)S312 (�)� ~221 (�)S322 (�) ;
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8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

R641+ (�) = h�~121 (�)S111 (�) + ~122 (�)S121 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i+�� (1 +W+ (�)) ;R645� (�) = h�~121 (�)S111 (�) + ~122 (�)S121 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) ;R643 (�) = h�~121 (�)S111 (�) + ~122 (�)S121 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) (1 +M (�))� ~121 (�) ;R644 (�) = h�~121 (�)S111 (�) + ~122 (�)S121 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) (1 +N (�))� ~122 (�)� 1;R642 (�) = ~121 (�)S112 (�) + ~122 (�)S122 (�)�� h�~121 (�)S111 (�) + ~122 (�)S121 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
(1 + V (�)) ;

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

R651+ (�) = h�~322 (�)S211 (�) + ~321 (�)S221 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i+�� (1 +W+ (�)) ;R655� (�) = h�~322 (�)S211 (�) + ~321 (�)S221 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 +W� (�))� 1;R653 (�) = h�~322 (�)S211 (�) + ~321 (�)S221 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) (1 +M (�))� ~322 (�) ;R654 (�) = � h�~322 (�)S211 (�) + ~321 (�)S221 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
�

� (1 +W� (�)) (1 +N (�))� ~321 (�) ;R652 (�) = ~322 (�)S212 (�) + ~321 (�)S222 (�)�� h�~322 (�)S211 (�) + ~321 (�)S221 (�)� (1 +W+ (�))�1i
�
(1 + V (�)) :

Other coe�cients, i.e., the R611+; R612; R613; R614; R615� are found from system (31).Thus in the considered two cases we established that by the scattering matrix on asemi-axis the transition matrix � (�) transforming the asymptotics fA1; A2; B3; B4; B5gto boundary values of solution in the zero fy1 (0; �) ; y2 (0; �) ; y3 (0; �) ; y4 (0; �) ; y5 (0; �)gis uniquely restored. In the paper [10] it was proved that by the known transitionmatrix � (�) we can uniquely determine the coe�cients of system (1). Consequently,the following is true.Theorem 2. If the coe�cients of a system of equations (1) satisfy conditions

(2) and the condition c12 (x) = ::: = c15 (x) = 0 (or c21 (x) = ::: = c25 (x) = 0), the
singular numbers are absent, then by the scattering matrix all other coe�cients of

this system are uniquely determined.
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